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Abstract
In this paper we study stochastic processes which enable monitoring the pos-
sible changes of probability distributions over time. These processes may in par-
ticular be used to test the null hypothesis of no change. The monitoring processes
are bivariate functions, of time and position at the measurement scale, and are ap-
proximated with zero mean Gaussian processes under the constancy hypothesis.
One may then form Kolmogorov–Smirnov or other type of tests as functionals
of the processes. To study null distributions of the resulting tests, we employ
KMT-type inequalities to derive Crame´r-type deviation results for (bootstrapped
versions of) such tests statistics.
1 Introduction and summary
Assume that independent data are available for each of   consecutive occasions, per-
haps measurements of some quantity taken on separate dates. The null hypothesis to
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 as the  ff fi subsample.
Together, the subsamples form the full sample. We shall denote the size fl ffi!   ffi fl 
of the full sample by fl . Although it is not reflected in notation, remark that fl depends
on   , and tends to infinity as   tends to infinity.
In this framework, with a natural order underlying the sequence of data sets, typi-
cally by time, we are not interested in all kinds of alternatives to


. We rather focus
1
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on those alternative explanations that have to do with changes over time, like a shift
from one parameter value to another at a certain stage, or some smooth trend change,
and so on. In yet other words, the test statistics to be constructed do rely on the original
ordering of the " data sets, and are typically not invariant under permutations of these
sets.
Our framework, and the methods we develop, aim at being able to monitor quanti-
tative phenomena and their potential changes over time, and should find use in fields
like meteorology and climatology [is the temperature increasing?], finance [does the
income distribution change in a society?], human socio-behaviour [do people move
more than they used to?], and education [are there more lazy students than before?]. In
Section 4 we illustrate our methods on data from speedskating championships 1970–
2000.
When the cumulative distribution functions #$ belong to some parametric family,
then the null hypothesis (1) may be reformulated as
%'&() *+
) ,-+. . .+/) 01 (2)
where
)
$ is a parameter specifying the distribution of data 2'$ 3 * 1 . . . 1 24$ 3 56 on occasion
7
. In Hjort and Koning (2001) tests of the null hypothesis (2) are investigated for the
situation were the ) $ ’s are finite-dimensional and the 8 $ ’s are all equal to 1.
In this paper we take the opposite view, and consider the problem of testing (1)
when the cumulative distribution functions #$ are not assumed belong to a certain
parametric family. Our aim is to construct so-called monitoring processes, which rep-
resent the information contained in the " subsamples with respect to the validity of (1).
Graphical displays of monitoring processes should yield useful “diagnostic plots”, and
functionals of the monitoring process should yield consistent tests of the null hypoth-
esis (1). We present approximations of monitoring processes by means of Gaussian
processes. The exponential inequalities describing these approximations are subse-
quently used in deriving deviation results [that is, a result describing the extreme tail
of the distribution of a statistic] for test statistics related to the monitoring processes.
We shall study two different types of monitoring processes. The first type of mon-
itoring process is related to the empirical distribution function, and was proposed in
Section 2.6 in Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1997). However, for reasons as given in section 1.2
in Silverman (1986), it may sometimes be more appropriate to respecify (1) as
%'&(:9;*+<9 ,-+<. . .+<9 01 (3)
where
9
$ is the probability density function corresponding to #=$ . In recognition of this
fact, we propose a second type of monitoring process, related to the kernel density
estimator.
Distribution estimation techniques are of use in an early stage of a statistical anal-
ysis as explanatory devices for checking the validity of model assumptions on which
later stages of the statistical analysis will be based. In situations where model as-
sumptions incorporate model constancy over time [leading to the use of full sample
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statistical techniques], violation of the hypothesis (1) may have serious consequences
for the statistical analysis as a whole. The methods presented in this paper provide a
safeguard against these consequences.
The focus of this paper is on obtaining null hypothesis results. It should be noted
that for a full appraisal of the monitoring processes the behaviour of the monitoring
process under the alternative hypothesis should also be studied. This will be the subject
of a second paper [Hjort and Koning (2002)].
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the monitoring
processes, and study their behaviour under the null hypothesis with the aid of exponen-
tial inequalities. In Section 3 we use the inequalities of Section 2 to develop deviation
results for tests of constancy. Section 4 analyzes speedskating data with the aid of
monitoring processes. The proofs gathered in Section 6 draw on the technical results
presented in Section 5.
2 Monitoring processes
2.1 Notation and preliminaries
In this section we introduce several monitoring processes, and provide Gaussian ap-
proximations under the null hypothesis. In particular, our intention is to show that
there exists a non-negative constant > such that the random variables ?4@ governing
these Gaussian approximations belong to a class AB C >ED . This class, which is inspired
by the KMT-inequality [cf. Inequality 1 in Section 5], is defined below.
Definition 1 Let F
B
the class of probability measures corresponding to the null hy-
pothesis (1). A random variable ?
@
is said to belong to the class A
B
C >ED [notation:
?:@HGIAB C >ED ] if positive constants J K – J L exist, not depending on M , such that for every
N4O/P'O
J L Q R ST
UEV WXY
C Z ?4@EZ[C J K\ ];^Q`_
P









C >ED becomes more stringent
as > decreases: ideally, > should be as small as possible.
There are a two simple “arithmetic rules” available for the class AB C >ED : if ?4@G
AB C >ED and ?:l
@
GnAB C >l D , then ?4@k_?:l
@
G!AB C >4on>l D and ?4@p ?4l
@
G!AB C >4_q>l D .
The class A
B
C >ED is related to some familiar concepts in probability theory: if ?
@
G
AB C >ED for all M , then there exists a positive constant J [for instance, Jkrts J K=_qu J e Kvmw a ,
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and hence the Borel–Cantelli lemma yields that ~:!`    infinitely often, al-
most surely, for every Ł- ; this implies that ~:-  ;n  remains bounded in


















, for every Ł  ; this implies ~    

in probability, uniformly
in Ł  . In view of the last fact, we may interpret the results in this section as
refinements of strong approximations of monitoring processes.
Throughout this paper, the subsample sizes ' are allowed to be random, and are
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For ease of exposition, within our framework the subsamples are observed at equidis-
tant time instances. However, our results still hold even if these time instances are
random, as long as Condition 1 is fulfilled.






















In industrial statistics, situations where the H ’s are generally larger than 1 are
quite usual, as many manufacturing process create several products at the same time
[“batch processes”]; the special case where the   ’s are all equal to one is referred
as individual observations [cf. Does and Koning (2000)]. Observe that if every ' is






¹ , and hence








In other circumstances, one may have that the   ’s result from  i.i.d. multinomial
experiments. As one may interpret    » ; as the value at point » ; of an empirical
distribution function based on  independent observations having support on the in-
terval §

¦ ¨ © , the DKW-Inequality [cf. Inequality 3 in Section 5] yields that Condition 1







In what follows we shall often discuss the situation where Condition 1 holds with
  ;n ½;«
 tending to zero as  tends to infinity. Note that this imposes a rather mild
lower bound on the rate at which «  tends to infinity.
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2.2 The basic process
The monitoring processes we will consider have in common that they are all related to
the basic process ¾-¿ÁÀ Â Ã ÄxÅ , defined by










Õ Ö × Ø
Ó Ù Ú ÛÜ ÝÞmß
À ÄxÅ àáÂ-âã äÃ
Ö å
Ã=Änâ!æ ç:Ã (4)
where ß denotes the [unknown] common distribution function under the null hypoth-
esis. Later results for monitoring processes will be derived by employing this relation.
In this paragraph we present the fundamental result Theorem 1, in which under the
hypothesis (1) the basic process ¾-¿ÁÀ Â Ã ÄÅ is approximated by means of a zero mean
Gaussian process with covariance function (5). Its proof is deferred to Section 6.
Theorem 1 If Condition 1 holds, then there exists a sequence of zero mean Gaussian
processes è ¿ À Â Ã ÄÅ with covariance function
é







































¿ tends to zero as  , then (6) yields [the random variable :¿


































À Â Ã ÄxÅ
þ
ä almost surely 
that is, the Gaussian process è=¿ÁÀ Â Ã ÄÅ strongly approximates the basic process ¾Á¿-À Â Ã ÄxÅ .
As the processes è=¿-À Â Ã ÄxÅ are identically distributed, this implies that the basic process
¾
¿
À Â Ã ÄxÅ converges in distribution to a Gaussian process with covariance function (5).
2.3 Monitoring cumulative distribution functions
The basic process ¾ ¿ À Â Ã ÄÅ is unfit for use as a monitoring process, as it depends on
the unknown cumulative distribution function ß À ÄxÅ . In this paragraph we consider
monitoring the null hypothesis (1) by means of the process

¿

















À ÄxÅ àÁÃ Â-âã äÃ
Ö å
Ã=Änâ!æ ç:Ã (7)
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is the empirical estimator of
! "#






















+ 5 6 7A8 9
is the empirical estimator of
! "#
in the full sample. In Section 2.6 in Cso¨rgo˝ and
Horva´th (1997) a multivariate version of B > ! C D "# is used to detect change point alter-
natives.
Lemma 1 If Condition 1 holds, then under the hypothesis (1) there exists a sequence
of zero mean Gaussian processes E >*! C D "# with covariance function
F G
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tends to zero as monqp , then Lemma 1 yields that the Gaus-
sian process E >*! C D "# strongly approximates the monitoring process B >*! C D "# . As the
processes E >
! C D "#
are identically distributed, this implies that B > ! C D "# converges in
distribution to a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function (8) [see also
Theorem 2.6.1 in Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1997), p. 153].
We have that E >r! C D "# is equal in distribution to s !
G
! C # D N! "# #
, where s ! tfD u# is a














In literature, the Gaussian process s
! tvD u#
is called the Wiener pillow [Piterbarg
(1996), p. 137; inspired by the fact that s ! tfD u#,$xw almost surely for all ! tfD u# on the
boundary of the unit square], the completely tucked Brownian sheet [van der Vaart and
Wellner (1996), p. 368] or the tied-down Kiefer process [Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1997),
p. 320]. We shall refer to s as the Brownian pillow. One may view the Brownian
pillow as a two-parameter generalization of the Brownian bridge.
Weighing provides a convenient way of strengthening properties of the monitoring
process. Lemma 2 describes the behaviour of the weighted monitoring process
y
>*! C D "#%$xz*! C #
B











Condition 2 There exist a finite constant  R w such that z*! C # is bounded by   , and
has variation bounded by   .
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Lemma 2 Let * Ł  satisfy Condition 2, and let A* Ł   be the zero mean Gaussian
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 tends to zero as ÇoÈqÉ , then Lemma 2 yields that the Gaus-
sian process    Ł   strongly approximates the monitoring process
Á





 Ł   are identically distributed, this implies that
Á

 Ł   converges in
distribution to a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function (11).
2.4 Monitoring probability density functions
The process ** Ł   usually provides a satisfactory way of monitoring the null hy-
pothesis (1). However, for reasons as given in Section 1.2 in Silverman (1986), a prob-
ability density function may often describe the distribution of a random variable more
appropriately than a cumulative distribution function. In this paragraph we consider















































































is the full sample kernel density estimator under the null hypothesis (3). Here,
Ú
 
is a symmetric density, and Ë a smoothing parameter. Observe that we use the same
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Let á denote the common probability density function under the null hypothesis
(3); that is, the derivative of âNã äå . Introduce
æ1ç













ã äå øùá ú û
ç

















ïã üå á?ã äNý|ëüå ÷üþ
One may interpret æ ç ã ä?è ä
é




ã äå . Observe that in general øùá ú û ç ã äå does not coincide with á,ã äå ; hence, kernel
density estimators may be biased.
Condition 3 The kernel function ïã äå is a symmetric probability density function
satisfying
î  ïé ã äå   ÷ä  è
where ï
é
ã äå denotes the derivative of ïã äå , and   is a finite constant.
Lemma 3 If Conditions 1 and 3 hold, then under the hypothesis (3) there exists a







































ã  è äå  )*
#
ã +,å1þ (14)
The proof of Lemma 3 exploits the relation between the the density estimator and
the empirical process. This relation was noticed already in Bickel and Rosenblatt
(1973), a seminal paper in density estimation. However, the powerful machinery of
Komlo´s, Major and Tusna´dy (1975) became available later, and was used in the context
in density estimation in Cso¨rgo˝ and Re´ve´sz (1981) [Theorem 6.1.1, p. 223], and in
Konakov and Piterbarg (1983). The idea of using strong approximation in the context





ú tends to zero as ./10 , then Lemma 3 yields for fixed and positive
ë that the Gaussian process ú û ç ã  è äå strongly approximates the monitoring process
(*ú û
ç
ã  è äå . As the processes Aú3û ç ã  è äå are identically distributed, this implies that
(*ú û
ç
ã  è äå converges in distribution to a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance
function (13).
Lemma 3 continues to hold if ë is replaced by ë ú which tends to zero as . tends
to infinity. In this case, Lemma 3 yields that the Gaussian process  ú û ç 2 ã  è äå strongly
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approximates the monitoring process 34 5 6 798 : ; <>= if 8 ?4= @A B C8 D EFHGfi= IJK 4 tends to zero
as LM1N .
However, for ? 4 tending to zero, the process O 4,5 6 7 8 : ; <>= [and hence 3 4 5 6 7 8 : ; <>= ]










































































for ? close to zero. It follows that l 6 8 <b; < j = tends to lkt 8 <b; < j =R P 8 u=
f
8 <>= v,w x yx z { for
? tending to zero. The structure of lt 8 <b; < j = implies that a Gaussian process with co-
variance function |`8 :}: j = l t 8 <; < j = cannot have continuous sample paths. Continuity
of sample paths is a key condition in the study of Gaussian processes [cf. Ledoux and
Talagrand (1991), Chapter 12].
Although the process 3 4,5 6 7 8 : ; <>= does not have a limit in distribution, Lemma 3
nevertheless yields that for every L there exists a Gaussian process which nearly has
the same distribution as 34 5 6 798 : ; <>= . This underlines the usefulness of strong approxi-
mation methods in density estimation.
Lemma 4 describes the behaviour of the weighted monitoring process
~
4,5 6H8 : ; <b=HR8 : = 34,5 6H8 : ; <>=S_gT\
t
34,5 6H8 ; <b=
a
8 = ;:9g u; v  ;<ee \ (15)
Lemma 4 Let 8 : = satisfy Condition 2, and let O4,5 6H8 : ; <>= be the zero mean Gaussian
process approximating 34 5 698 : ; <b= in Lemma 3. There exists a sequence of zero mean
Gaussian processes
Ł
4 5 698 : ; <b=HR8 : = O4,5 6H8 : ; <>=S_gT\
t
O4 5 6H8 k; <>=
a
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If   ,H  ¡¢£ ¤ tends to zero as ¥¦1§ , then Lemma 4 yields for fixed and positive
¨
that the Gaussian process ©¤,ª «H ¬ ­ ®>  strongly approximates the monitoring process
¯
¤ ª «
 ¬ ­ ®b  . As the processes © ¤ ª «  ¬ ­ ®b  are identically distributed, this implies that
¯
¤ ª «




¤ tending to zero as ¥ tends to infinity, Lemma 3 yields that the Gaus-
sian process ©¤,ª « °9 ¬ ­ ®>  strongly approximates the monitoring process
¯




  ±k² ³ ´  ,H 
¡
¢,£




 ¬ ­ ®>  ] does not have a limit in distribution.
2.5 Bootstrapped versions of monitoring processes
The bootstrapped version of a monitoring process is obtained by replacing each of the
original random variables ¶`· ª ¸ by a random variable ¶º¹
· ¸
, where the ¶e¹
· ¸
’s together form









 ¬ ­ ®>  be the bootstrapped versions of ¯ ¤ ¬ ­ ®b  and
¯
¤ ª «9 ¬ ­ ®b  . If Conditions 1–3 hold, then there exist a sequence of zero mean Gaus-
sian processes ©½
¤
 ¬ ­ ®>  with covariance function (11) and a sequence of zero mean
Gaussian processes ©½
¤,ª «
 ¬ ­ ®>  with covariance function (16) such that
¾
£ ¤¿
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Although they have a common distribution, the processes ©¤ ¬ ­ ®>  [cf. Lemma 2]
and ©½
¤
 ¬ ­ ®b  typically do not coincide. As similar remark holds for the processes
©
¤ ª «
 ¬ ­ ®b  [cf. Lemma 4] and © ½
¤,ª «
 ¬ ­ ®>  .
If   ,Hfi  ¡¢£ ¤ tends to zero as ¥¦µ§ , then Lemma 5 yields that the Gaussian pro-
cess ©½
¤




 ¬ ­ ®>  .
As ©½
¤
 ¬ ­ ®b  is equal in distribution to ©¤ ¬ ­ ®b  , it follows that the bootstrap “works”




 ¬ ­ ®b  and
¯
¤ ¬ ­ ®>  share the same limiting distribution. For fixed
and positive
¨




 ¬ ­ ®>  and
¯
¤,ª «
 ¬ ­ ®>  share the same
limiting distribution.
3 Tests of constancy
3.1 Notation and preliminaries
The objective in this section is to establish deviation results for tests of constancy
which are derived from monitoring processes. In this paragraph we describe a general
framework for obtaining deviation results.
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Consider a statistical test which rejects the null hypothesis for large values of a test













Õ\òµó . The strength of the deviation result





, and are relevant for the computation of exact Ba-
hadur efficiency [cf. Bahadur (1960)]; Crame´r type deviation results allow sequences
Ý
ÕgìYôÜõ öfi÷ ø ú
ù
, and are relevant for the computation of intermediate efficiency [cf.










and are relevant for the computation of weak intermediate efficiency [cf. Kallenberg
(1983)] and Bayes risk efficiency [cf. Rubin and Sethuraman (1965)].
Lemma 6 Suppose the test statistic Ôü
Õ
satisfies (i)–(iii) below.
(i) There exists a random variable ýÔü
Õ
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One of the features of Lemma 6 is the use of exponential inequalities to derive
deviation results. Examples of deviation results obtained via exponential inequalities
[but in a simple null hypothesis setting] may be found in Inglot and Ledwina (1990,
1993) and in Koning (1992, 1994).
Inspection of the proof of Lemma 6 reveals that ü may be taken equal to 0 if 
coincides with   .
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3.2 A general approach for sublinear tests
In this paragraph we briefly outline the verification of the conditions of Lemma 6 for
test statistics based on the monitoring processes ffi ! " # $% and ffi  & ' ! " # $% .
Let ()! * +,# - .0/21 34% denote the space of real-valued functions defined on * +,# - . /
1 3 which are cadlag in both components, and let 56()! * +
# - ./71 38%29:1 34; be a
functional which is positive-homogeneous [that is, 5<! = >
%@?A= 5<! >
% for every constant
=CBD+ and every >FEG()! * +
# - ./71 38% ] and Lipschitz [that is, there exists a constant
= HIBJ+ such that K 5<! >
%0LC5<! >NM % KPOQ= HR S,T,U VW X
& Y Z
R S,T
[ V \ ]^K >! " # $%0L_>NM ! " # $`% K for every
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?Fr . Thus, it only remains to show that conditions (i) and (iii) of Lemma 6 are satis-
fied. In this respect, we note that if the functional 5 is not only positive-homogeneous
and Lipschitz, but sublinear as well [that is, 5<! >v_>NM %7Op5_! >
% v5_! >NM % for every
>,# >NMEC()! * +,# - .0/71 38% ], then condition (i) of Lemma 6 may be verified along the lines
of the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Borell (1975) [see also Inequality 1 in Koning and









, where x 5x y ?QR S,T
~ V ,45<! >
% , and  y is the unit ball in the repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space  belonging to the Brownian pillow c Y [cf. Section III.2
in Adler (1990)].









?F5<! c2 & ' %`#
where 5 is positive-homogeneous and Lipschitz, then under Condition 1 it follows by








and u ?Dr .
Again, it only remains to show that conditions (i) and (iii) of Lemma 6 are satisfied.
Also, if the functional 5 is sublinear as well, then condition (i) of Lemma 6 may be
verified along the lines of the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Borell (1975). In this case we









, where ' is the
reproducing kernel Hilbert space belonging to cCY & ' .
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3.3 Supremum type tests
To illustrate the general approach described in the previous paragraph, we now verify
conditions (i) and (iii) of Lemma 6 for the special case where  takes the form
 
PAŁ ,
   
    ` `
where

   @AŁ ,
   

       (21)
for every  CJ)  8 ; here  is some index set, and

 is a symmetric bounded
bilinear form on G  8 for every  p [see also Koning and Protasov (2001)].
Without loss of generality, we shall confine ourselves to test statistics of the form
Ł ,
   

 ¡¢   `  or Ł ,    

 ¡¢ £ ¤    `  [observe that Ł ,    

 ¥ ¢   `  may









are the Kolmogorov functional

Kol, the Crame´r-von Mises
functional

CvM and the Andersen-Darling functional

AD, respectively defined by

Kol    @FŁ ,



















AD    P ° ©^ª
«





















where º» is the unit ball in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space ¼ belonging to the
covariance function ­  ½0¾I½ ¿  ² ­  ½  ­  ½ ¿  . In particular, we have µ¶ Kol AÀ , µ
¶ CvM FÁ

and µ ¶ AD Â [cf. Koning and Protasov (2001)].




     .
Lemma 7 The random variable Ãe¿
¢
ÄŁ ,




   `  satisfies condition (i) of
Lemma 6 with Å « )± and µAÀµ¶ .




Applying Lemma 6 with ÍÅ)Å « Î± yields that Ł ,    

 ¥ ¢   `  satisfies the




as ÕAÐÖÑ ; the constant µ is given by Lemma 7. This deviation result comprises a
Crame´r type deviation result, and only just falls short of being a Chernoff type result.
For the sake of completeness, Table 1 lists the approximate upper percentage points
of Ł ,    

 
¢   `  reported in Koning and Protasov (2001) .
Lemma 8 provides the necessary additional results for Ł ,    

 ¡¢N£ ¤@     .
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Observe that Lemma 8 (ii) implies that the statistic ìÜ satisfies condition (iii) of
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. The constant  is given by Lemma 8. Observe that
this deviation result comprises a Crame´r type deviation result, but stretches less far
than the corresponding deviation result for á â,ã
ä å æ çÞ E
ð
Þ  ë ê`ß ß .
3.4 Bootstrap tests









é ß , one is hampered by the
limited knowledge available in present literature about the distribution of a functional
of a general zero mean Gaussian process; for instance, there is even no known formula
for the distribution function of the supremum of a Kiefer process [cf. Cso¨rgo˝ and
Horva´th (1997), p. 101].
In this paragraph we resort to the bootstrapped versions of these tests as “ the use
of the bootstrap either relieves the analyst from having to do complex mathematical
derivations, or in some instances provides an answer where no analytical answer can
be obtained” [Efron and Tibshirani (1993), p. 394]. The bootstrapped version of the
test based on  Þ E
ð






[instead of the unconditional distribution of  Þ E
ð
ß ] to determine the achieved sig-
nificance level. The bootstrapped version of the test based on  Þ E
ð
ý
é ß is obtained in a
similar manner.
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If H is a sublinear Lipschitz functional, then Lemma 5 yields that the bootstrap
“works” in the sense that H>I JKLM and HN JKL;O P Q have the same limiting distribution as
H>I J
L
M and H>I J L;O P M , respectively.
More importantly, the bootstrap relieves us from the task of verifying condition (iii)
of Lemma 6 [the proof of Lemma 8 (iii) shows that this task may well be formidable],
as the bootstrap procedure implicitly estimates R S : the bootstrapped version of the




M is equivalent to the bootstrapped version of the test based on
H>I J
L





M is equivalent to
the bootstrapped version of the test based on HVI J L;O P M , This means that we may apply
Lemma 6 with WR1XYR S ; observe that condition (iii) of Lemma 6 now holds trivially.
Conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6 may be verified in the same manner as before,
with Lemma 5 taking over the role of Lemma 2 and Lemma 4. This only has a minor





U ^ a b8c d"e
] ].
As an example, suppose that Condition 1 holds with fgXflh and [ L X ]
U ^ a b8c d;e
]
.
Applying Lemma 6 yields that the bootstrapped version of i jkl m n opqI J L I r s t M M satis-
fies the deviation result (20) for all sequences u L such that u Lvxw and u L Xy N ]
U ^ _
Q
as z v{w ; the constant | is given by Lemma 8. Although this deviation result com-
prises a Crame´r type deviation result, it stretches less far than the corresponding devi-
ation result for i jkl m n op`I J L I r s t M M .
Lemma 6 also yields that the bootstrapped version of R
TU
S
i jkl m n opqI }
L;O P
I r s t
M M




Q as z v~w ; the constant | is given by Lemma 8. This deviation result
comprises a Crame´r type deviation result, and is slightly better than the corresponding
deviation result for i jk l m n o pqI } L;O P I r s t M M .
4 An application to speedskating data
Speedskating world allround championships are annual events consisting of four dis-
tances 500m, 5000m, 1500m and 10000m [in that order]. There are limitations on the
number of participants on the 10k distance. In the years 1970–1992 a maximum of
16 participants were allowed. Due to the 10k selection rules, some of these 16 par-
ticipants may have some distance results missing. For instance, in 1992 no 5k results
were recorded for Johansen and Søndra˚l, and no 10k results were recorded for Bos
and Tro¨ger. In 1993 the 10k selection rules were altered, lowering the number of 10k
participants to 12. As participants with missing distance results were excluded from
the data, in total ] X"h observations were recorded during the period 1970–2000.
Each of these obervations consisted of a 0.5k, a 5k, a 1.5k and a 10k result.
Over the years the results on those four distances have improved considerably, due
to changes in professionalism, training methods, environment [indoor skating rinks],
material [“klapschaats”]. Amazingly, the 10k times are now about two full minutes
faster than in 1970, and the 5k times similarly a minute faster.
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It is invariably interesting, and sometimes fruitful, to predict tomorrow’s perfor-
mances based on today’s achievements; such exercises can sometimes determine race
strategies. The Dutch coach Ab Krook used the simple prediction rule that the 10k
time would be close to twice the 5k time plus 20 seconds. Krook’s rule may be viewed
as a statement with respect to the expectation of the “endurance variable”
' 10k result   5k result"
In this example we investigate whether the “endurance distribution”, the distribution of
the endurance variable  , has remained constant throughout the period 1970–2000. In
Figure 1 we have plotted Krook’s variable versus the year in which the speed skating
world championship event took place.
In Figure 2 the monitoring process 	Ł	    for cumulative distribution functions
is displayed. The statistic      Kol   Ł      takes the value 0.795. According to
Table 1 the null hypothesis should not be rejected at the 0.05 level. However, 100.000
bootstrap replications yield an attained significance level of 0.0181, indicating that the
null hypothesis should be rejected at the 0.05 level. As both Table 1 and the boot-
strap are fundamented on asymptotic methods, we should doubt whether asymptotic
methods indeed apply here: although  " , we only have   .
The statistics      CvM   Ł      and      AD   Ł      take the value
0.313 and 0.735, respectively. According to Table 1 the null hypothesis should not be
rejected at the 0.10 level, in agreement with the attained significance level of 0.2174
and 0.2028 [100.000 bootstrap replications], respectively.
In Hjort and Koning (2002) the use of bandwidth     ¡"¢;£ for monitoring proba-





























For the speed skating data £ takes the value 15.485.
In Figure 3 the monitoring process 
Ł
° µ ¶ · ¸
    for probability density functions
is displayed. The statistics        Kol  	Ł ° µ ¶ · ¸      ,        CvM  	Ł ° µ ¶ · ¸      and
     AD  	Ł
° µ ¶ · ¸
     take the values 0.040, 0.018 and 0.041, respectively. The
attained significance levels are 0.1491, 0.4147 and 0.4143 [100.000 bootstrap repli-
cations], respectively, indicating that the null hypothesis should not be rejected at the
0.05 level.
It is interesting and perhaps surprising that the endurance variable  appears to not
have changed its distribution over the past 30 years, in spite of the drastic changes the
5k and 10k times have experienced over this time interval.
5 Some technical results
In this section some technical results with respect to the sequential uniform empirical
process and Gaussian processes are collected. These results will be used in Section 6.
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Let ¹º » ¹¼ » ½ ½ ½ be independent standard uniform random variables. The sequential
uniform empirical process is defined at stage ¾ as
¾q¿
º À ¼Á ÂÄÃÅ
Æ
Ç È








where ¹ º » ¹ ¼ » ½ ½ ½ are independent standard uniform random variables. As ¾ tends
to infinity, the sequential uniform empirical process converges weakly to a Kiefer









Ý à [Mu¨ller (1970)]. In Kiefer (1972) the first strong approxima-
tion for the sequential uniform empirical process was given, which was subsequently
refined in Cso¨rgo˝ and Re´ve´sz (1975), and given its final form in Komlo´s, Major and
Tusna´dy (1975). It is known that Inequality 1 holds with á â1ãåä æ , á º ç1ãåè"½ ×"è;é and
á º º«ã
Ê ê;ë
[cf. Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1993), p. 150].
Inequality 1 (KMT-inequality) Given independent standard uniform random vari-










































á º º )à
for all  ß × and  , where á â – á º º are positive absolute constants.
Inequality 1 is in fact a slightly weakened version of the original KMT-inequality,










for every  .

























á º  
¼
à (22)
for every  ß × and  ß × .
Proof of Lemma 9 For each  , we may view Ù ì Ú Ô» 
Û
as a random element of the sep-







Ú  » 
Û
is a Brownian bridge. Com-
bining Proposition 2.6.1 in de la Pen˜a and Gine´ (1999) and (2.2.11) in Shorack and












































































This completes the proof of Lemma 9. 
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Lemma 10 Let  "! # $ be the modulus of continuity defined by
 %! # $&(' )*
+ ,- . / 0 1
' )*
. 2fl34fl3fl5 2fl67 8"9
! :<; =>$@?
8"9
! :"A ; =>$
7
(23)
for #<BDC , and let E
9
be a sequence tending to infinity as FHGJI , satisfying K LNME
9PO
Q
















Proof of Lemma 10 Let Q 0
\








. Let #<BC , and let o denote the smallest integer satisfying o T d i m # .
By a similar construction as employed in the proof of Inequality 14.1.1 in Shorack and




































































































since o | U m # by definition of o . Now, take # equal to ! Q K LMRXZ$ [ m E \
9
and r \






K LMSR for Z T d , we have
rs


















































for every ZB! K LNM# $ m Q 0 l . This completes the proof of Lemma 10. 
Our main tool in handling Gaussian processes will be the inequality given in Borell







BZ$ is bounded by U p ! ' )*fl , 

!  $BZ$ . Moreover, observe that
Inequality 2 is relevant for Kiefer processes as well, as (22) implies

' )*
3>,N- . / 0 1
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Inequality 2 (Borell’s inequality) Let   ¡W¢ £ ¤¥£¦§¨ be a zero mean separable
Gaussian process, and let ©>ª denote « ¬­® ¯ °²±¢ ¡¢ £ ¤ ¤ ª . If ³´±Ł« ¬­® ¯ °²¡¢ £ ¤ exists,
then for any µ·¶³ , ¸Y¹
« ¬­
® ¯ °
¡¢ £ ¤¶Wµº»¼N½ ¾ ¿ À Á Â ½NÃ¾ Â À
ª
Á Â Ä
The DKW-inequality [Dvoretzky, Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956)] is our main tool
for handling empirical processes. Below we present the extended version of Bretag-
nolle (1980) [cf. Inequality 25.1.2 in Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 797] which al-
lows the random variables ¡Å Æ Ä Ä Ä Æ ¡·Ç to have different distributions. In case these
random variables have a common distribution, one may replace ¼N½@È É­> Ê%¼Nµflª ¨ by
¼SÈ É­> Ê%¼Nµflª ¨ [cf. Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1993), p. 119].
Inequality 3 (DKW-inequality) Let ¡ Å Æ Ä Ä Ä Æ ¡ Ç be independent random variables,


































This section contains the proofs of Theorems 1, and Lemma’s 1, 3, 5 and 6. The proofs
make use of the technical results collected in Section 5. The proofs of Lemma’s 2 and
4 are straightforward, and hence not included.
Proof of Theorem 1 Carefully form the pooled sample ¡PÅ Æ Ä Ä Ä Æ ¡ŁÇ by amalgamating
the à subsamples, leaving the order “between” and “within” samples intact. Define




¤ , and observe that áÍÅ Æ Ä Ä Ä Æ áÇ are
independent random variables having a standard uniform distribution. Moreover, we
may express ã"ä¢ £ Æ Î>¤ as å
æ

















is the sequential uniform empirical process derived from á Å Æ Ä Ä Ä Æ á Ç . According to
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Let þ"ß  
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indeed is a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function (5).
Combining (25) and (27) yields (6), which completes the proof of Theorem 1. g
Proof of Lemma 1 Observe that h  ß #
$ _;















































is a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function (8).
Let T
 n
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As sutv!wlx y z {&| } ~ remains bounded by   , Inequality 2 yields that  S v!wlx z {;| 
belongs to fiŁ
~ 








 &wx y |!
Yx y |   

  













x y z {;|!)
w









x y z {&|Y
v
w






























x z {;|  z
Lemma 1 now follows by combining Theorem 1 and (29). 
Proof of Lemma 3 As  
x {&| is a probability density function, we have that  
x {;| tends
























































which allows us to write

w















Now, define the process w
 Á
x y z {;| by

w















Å Æz  Ç z!{RRÈ É§z
where wSx y z {&| is the Gaussian process approximating lwlx y z {&| in Lemma 1. Since
w
 Á
x y z {&| is merely a linear transformation of the zero mean Gaussian process wSx y z {&| ,
it follows that the former process is Gaussian; moreover, it is easily seen that  w  ÁOx y z {;|
is zero mean. As the covariance function of  w x y z {&| satisfies (8), the covariance func-
tion of  w  Á7x y z {;| may be expressed as
s7
w
 ÁOx y z {;|
w
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Ñ ÚÕ Ö ð
it follows that ñ
íî ï
Ñ ò ð Ú&Ö
is indeed a zero-mean Gaussian process with covariance func-
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Condition 3 yields that (14) follows from (9). This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.

Proof of Lemma 5 By the argument given in Shorack (1982) [see also Section 23.1
in Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 763], we may assume the existence of indepen-
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, the bootstrapped version of
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which implies
ACB DFEHG+I J K
L M$N
GPORQ ST

























a c d xh
is equal in distribution to y
a z{a c h d xhjffx
y
































































































































































is a Brownian motion on ~ 
d
s 











































































a c d ea gh h
, and observe that k l
D
a c d gh
is a zero mean Gaussian






























Next, consider  
D
a c d gh
, the bootstrapped version of 
DFa c d gih















, it follows as in the proof of Lemma 1 that for
every  there exists a zero mean Gaussian process  l
D
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Similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3 yields for ¡ ¢$£ ¤{¥ ¦ § ¨© , the bootstrapped
version of  ¢ ¥ ¦ § ¨i© , that for every ª there exists a zero mean Gaussian process with
covariance function (13) such that
« ¬











¥ ¦ § ¨©!Á-Â}Ã
¢ £ ¤






As we may write È
 ¢
¥ ¦ § ¨i©{ÉffÊF¥ ¦ ©

 ¢





¥ Ì§ ¨i©CÍ5ÊF¥ Ì© §
È
 ¢$£ ¤{¥ ¦ § ¨i©{ÉffÊF¥ ¦ ©






 ¢ £ ¤¥ Ì§ ¨i©CÍCÊF¥ ÌC© §
(18) and (19) follow from (37) and (38). This completes the proof of Lemma 5. Î











. Moreover, (iii) implies
that Ñ » ÕfÖÑ converges in distribution to × for every Ó
ÄRÔ
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¯ , and observe that ð Ã Üç× Áffð implies ñ à × . Let Ú ¢






² as ª ò÷ó , and let ¨ ¢
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as  . Now, for every
	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this completes the proof of Lemma 6. :
Proof of Lemma 7 As the covariance function of ;   < = ! fi has product structure, it
follows by Lemma 4 in Koning and Protassov (2001) that the reproducing kernel



















fi , and >
9
is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space
corresponding to the covariance function !DBE!  ) !!  .


















. We have U 

U VXW
1Y [cf. the example following Lemma 3 in Koning








. Combining Corollary 1 and




























This completes the proof of Lemma 7. :
Proof of Lemma 8 As the covariance function of ; 5c d  < = ! fi has product structure,
it follows by Lemma 4 in Koning and Protassov (2001) that the reproducing kernel









is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space corresponding to the
covariance function A  <HBR<  fi) A  < fi A  <  fi , and >
9
is the reproducing kernel Hilbert


























1g\"^ , combining Corollary 1 and Inequality 1 in Koning and Pro-
tassov (2001) yields that condition (i) of Lemma 6 holds with  
 1I JK L M N O e d  !h= ! fi
and \D1ff\ ^ . This completes the proof of Lemma 8 (i).
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Hence, we have
"Ł5 fl h hhE[
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Ø"Þ+ß à5á â ã
Û äåæ ç Û èé if èÕé
Þ
äæ ç Û ê (40)
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As Inequality 3 yields ö ÷ø
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ff fiffifl  ! " #	$
Kol
 % & ' () 
0.7741 0.8331 0.9563
ff fiffifl  ! " #	$
CvM
 % & ' () 
0.4099 0.4510 0.5355
ff fiffifl
 ! " #
$
AD
 % & ' (*  0.9355 1.0260 1.2121
Table 1: Approximated upper percentage points for various random vari-
ables   , where  is the Brownian pillow [Koning and Protasov (2001)].














Figure 1: Plot of Krook’s variable versus the year in which the event took
place. The number +-, of participants depends on the relevant event: 12
[Calgary 1992, Hamar 1993, Gothenburg 1994, Baselga da Pine 1995,
Inzell 1996, Nagano 1997, Heerenveen 1998, Hamar 1999, Milwaukee
2000], 14 [Heerenveen 1976, Gothenburg 1978, Oslo 1983, Alma Ata
1988, Heerenveen 1991], 15 [Inzell 1974, Heerenveen 1977, Oslo 1979,
Heerenveen 1980, Oslo 1981, Assen 1982, Hamar 1985, Inzell 1986,
Heerenveen 1987] or 16 [Oslo 1970, Gothenburg 1971, Oslo 1972, De-
venter 1973, Oslo 1975, Gothenburg 1984, Oslo 1989, Innsbru¨ck 1990].

















Figure 2: The monitoring process .0/01 2 3 4)5 : plots of .0/01 2 3 4*5 versus 2 for
various choices of 4 .






















Figure 3: The monitoring process 6078 9 : ; <*= > ? @*A : plots of 607 8 9 : ; < = B ? @*A ver-
sus > for various choices of @ .
